1. First Census: The six inquiries in 1790 called for the name of the head of the family and the number of persons in each
household of the following descriptions:
Free White males of 16 years and upward (to assess the country's industrial and military potential)
Free White males under 16 years
Free White females
All other free persons
Slaves
2. This book, Hoffman's first, characterized African Americans as exceptionally disease-prone. The work was
motivated by a concern about issues of race, and also the need of insurance companies to justify the higher
life insurance premiums charged to African Americans

3.Galton coins the term Eugenics and makes a scientific case for racial genetics.
4. Scientific charity movement: Will be discussed more, but a "data driven" way to
determine who can get services and who can't.

1. Buck v. Bell decided: legalized involuntary sterilization. "“It is better for all the world if, instead of waiting
to execute degenerate offspring for crime or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly
unfit from continuing their kind. The principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is
broad enough to cover cutting the Fallopian tubes.” "

They asked: How can legitimate need be tested in a communal lodging house? How can one enforce work and
provide free soup at the same time? In response, a new kind of social reform—the scientific charity movement—
began an all-out attack on public poor relief. Scientific charity argued for more rigorous, data-driven methods to
separate the deserving poor from the undeserving. In-depth investigation was a mechanism of moral classification
and social control. Each poor family became a “case” to be solved; in its early years, the Charity Organization
Society even used city police officers to investigate applications for relief. Casework was born.
Caseworkers assumed that the poor were not reliable witnesses.
They confirmed their stories with police, neighbors, local shopkeepers, clergy, schoolteachers, nurses, and other aid societies.

2. 1983 US News, at that point a struggling newsmagazine, decided to undertake a difficult project –
to evaluate and rank 1800 colleges and universities.
1st they sent opinion surveys to university presidents. Stanford and Amherst came out on top. People didn’t like that.
2nd. They began to grapple with what made for an excellent educational experience. T
hey then began to look at what correlates with student success -> SAT scores, acceptance rates, donations from alumni.
The first rankings using the new algorithm (3/4 was made up of data, and 25 percent was subjective
views of the university from higher ed leaders) made sense. Universities like Harvard and MIT came out on top.
But, the problem is, is that these rankings started to matter a lot, and universities started doing things
like having admitted students re-take the SATs in order to bump up their rankings. Another university, that was
dropping in the ranks – despite higher retention rates and other improvments – launched a major capitol
campaign, made huge improvements to campus buildings, and thus began to climb in the rankings.
One of the things that the university built was an athletic facility, and athletics are a huge factor in drawing applicants.

They began having a star athletic program, got more applicants, had a lower
acceptance rate, and thus shot up in the rankings.

A quantitative study, using an existing data set, was done by van den Ooord and Rowe,
2000 to investigate the differences in birth birth health risk between Black and White American mothers.
Their definition of race is 2 fold: 1 - that it is defined by the mothers and that definition is how race
was defined in the model, but 2- that race is genetic and social "uring prehistoric times,
the physical barrier of the Sahara Desert reduced gene flow between Europeans and sub-Saharan Africans.
For many traits, including those physi- cal traits that visibly differentiate the groups (e.g., skin color and physical features),
gene frequencies are sharply differ- ent. The same is true of some neutral genetic markers (e.g., Spurdle and Jenkins 1991)."
In their modeling they find that birth weight is primarily impacted by environment, not shared genetics..
But, they hold on to the idea that racial differences are connected to genetics.
"If these genes influence birth weight, they will contribute to the racial gap.
In fact, some authors even have argued that racial differences may originate

largely from genetic factors (Rushton 1995: chaps. 7, 11; Rushton and Bogaert 1987)."
Further "Our findings suggest that the dif- ferences can be traced to the shared
environment,
which can be produced socially or genetically in the case of birth weight.
This genetic effect would pertain not to fetal genes but to the mother’s genes,
possibly those affecting her physical or physiological characteristics."
Zuberi points out that even in 2000 we do not understand the relationship
between skin color and health outcomes. He states that connection between race
needs
to be interrogated, and that we need to consider race as it impacts social status.
This new effort is an attempt to understand biological processes outside the political
framework
of eugenics, and has been most successful in the analysis of births and mortality.
One potential benefit of this research is its use as a scientific

These assumptions matter because of how we end up examining the institutions in society.
We continue to examine our institutions through the lens of those they were created for..
we use all sorts of deficit, or othering, models. We examine first gen in comparison to
those who are not first gen, we examine based on race and gender.
These historical assumptions matter because we continue to use statistics to _other_ people.
Ramona made a lot of assumptions about adults.
She assumed that Ms. Binney didn't like her and she stopped going to school.
She assumed that Ms. Whaley thought she was a nuisance.
When she first met Danny, on her way to her first day of 3rd grade, she thought he was mean - he took her eraser.
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Many authors point out that we NEED to do this work. Quantitative research is valuable, and important.
In talking about indigenous methodologies and critical race theory ->
quantitative methods have been criticized because of the seeming positivist nature of them,
and that they stand in direct opposition to other ways of looking at the world.
But, quantitative work needs to continue.
Policy is based on quantitative work.
Laws are based on quantitative work.
The reason I was drawn to quant work is because I knew,
from my experiences on political campaigns and working in the legislature, that we need to have numbers.
But we need to change the ways we present those numbers, and how we interpret those numbers.
Walter and Anderson present this model. For qualitative researchers, this isn’t new,
but for quantitative researchers, doing this work, laying out our axiology, epistemology, ontology a

nd positionality is new – unless someone is coming from a non-dominant paradigm.
We need to do this.
So much of what we see in traditional quantitative research is about defaulting
whiteness,
maleness and upper middle and upper middle classes as the default, whereas
everyone else is the other.
As Walter and Andersen talk about – in quantitative research
we need to be explicit about our ways of conceptualizing information,
our position, our view of how knowledge is formed, and those things we value

